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Illustrations by Tony Blundell.

What career species are you?
Appearances can be deceptive but here are some popular
career species often spotted on campus.

The Pragmatist
Pragmatists tend to be sensible. They study useful
vocational subjects such as engineering, IT and finance
which can lead to well-paid graduate jobs. They are often
commercially aware, focused and ambitious with the
expectation that a good degree will lead to an even better
job. Pragmatists are popular with employers as they
appear committed and motivated but they should not take
this for granted and must also show a variety of general
skills to recruiters.

The Hedonist
Hedonists chose their degree for the sheer personal
pleasure of studying their subject. They are often
passionate about languages, literature, politics and the
arts. They can be seen carrying huge quantities of texts,
while discussing theatre, films and music. They can
sometimes be offended if you assume they want to teach
their subject. Hedonists sometimes suffer from low esteem
as their subject does not always have an obvious career
progression but employers often admire their enthusiasm,
energy and bulging CVs.

The Fatalist
Fatalists tend to drift through university waiting for the
perfect career to happen. They study a range of subjects
which are ok, and generally feel a degree is going to be
quite useful at some point in the future. They are not
always sure why they are studying their subject or how
they came to choose it. They feel they have skills and
abilities which will eventually be spotted by a dream
employer who will transport them to success. There is
always a danger fatalists will not see the end of their
degree coming and be unpleasantly surprised by their lack
of direction.

The Player
Players are often sporty influential organisers. University is
an enjoyable exercise with a few less fun bits such as study,
which must be endured. In sober moments, they realise the
education match is into extra time and something needs to
be done. They recognise that employers need a variety of
skills from graduates and play the recruitment game.
Players may not be perfect but expediency rules the day.
University experiences and activities are recycled as the
evidence of the criteria sought by recruiters and this can be
a winning formula.
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